
◆ The garbage you can not dispose by taking to the collection site  
◆ Bulky waste

Large furniture, etc.

DehumidifiersBicycles

【When requesting collection 】
① Call to the Collection Center (Phone:019-603-8030 

Hours:9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. of weekdays) and apply 
for collection(up to 3 items at one time). The handling 
fee is 600 yen per item (If either length or width or height 
is 2m or more, the handling fee is 1,200 yen).

② After reservation, purchase collection stickers at 
a supermarket, convenience store, etc. 

③ Put out your bulky items with a sticker on the designated   
collection day, in front of your house, etc.

【When taking to the Recycle Center in by yourself】
■Recycle Center
Phone:019-685-2151 
Location:32-5, Ohinata, Kawamata, Morioka
Hours:Monday to Friday, 2nd and 4th Saturday, 

9:00 a.m.to 4:00 p.m.

Request a pet services company 
to take care, or bring to the 
Collection
Center(Fees will be applied).
■Collection Center
Phone:019-603-8030 
Location:2-28-2, Kado, Morioka City 
Hours:Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. 

to 4:00 p.m.

Animal remains

・ Ask an electric appliances store to collect for recycling or contact waste  
disposal companies (Fees will be applied).

・ Alternatively, you can obtain an Appliance Recycling Coupon by paying
an appropriate recycling fee at the post office and deliver your item to the
designated collection spot.

○Alps Logistics Kitakami Branch Morioka Depo 
Phone:0195-75-2277 Location :1-239-6, Obuke, Hachimantai City

○Nippon Express Morioka branch 
Phone: 019-637-6411 Location: 2-4-35 Ryutsu Center Minami,  
Yahaba, Shiwa District

・ Request a waste disposal company to collect (Fees may be applied).

Designated electric appliances
Air conditioners, TVs, refrigerators/freezers, washing machines/drying machines

(including washer-driers)

Take to the collection box inside super markets, electronics 
retail stores, etc.

Desk Top PC

Please consult with a 
professional supplier.

Rycicle promotion division can 
provide supplier information.

Fire extinguishers

Hazardous and Sharps Waste

Tires/wheels

Gas tanks

Automobile parts, etc.

Contact the store of original 
Purchase or companies 
specializing 
in handling these items for 
disposal (Fees may be applied).

Medical 
needles

Pesticides・
Powerful drugs Waste oil・Paints

Rechargeable Battery
Please take the following 

wastes to the Recycle center

Car batteries Pet litter

BricksConcrete blocks

Deicer salt,  Ash

◆ Recyclables and waste collectable at particular places ◆

Special processed Paper containers and packaging 

With waterproofing
(containers for ice cream, 
yogurt, etc.)

Paper cartons with silver-
colored lining inside
(sake, juice, etc.)

Paper boxes with gold 
or silver-colored paper

Vinyl coated paper 
boxes/paper bags

Specially processed containers and packaging (such as waterproofing, and with gold or silver-colored 
paper) which have the logo      on them. Containers and packages must be without excess dirt and dry.

Take to the collection box in the neighborhood.

＜Collection bases＞
○ children‘s center（Aoyama,Ueda,Kagano,Kahoku,Kamido,Kamiyonai,Kawame,Kawame(Yanagawa Branch),

Kitakuriyagawa,Kitamatsuzono,Kuriyagawa,Sakuragi,Sannou,Shimoota,Josei,Senboku,Daijiji,
Takamatsu,Tsukigaoka,Toryo,Nio,Matsuzono,Mitake,Midorigaoka,Motomiya,Yamagishi）

○ Activity Center （Aoyama,Ota,Kagano,Kuriyagawa,Senboku,Tsuchibuchi,Tsunagi,Nakano,Matsuzono, 
Midorigaoka, Motomiya, Yamagishi）

○ Elderly welfare center（Aoyama,Ueda,Ota,Kagano,Kamido,Kamiyonai,Kawame,Kitakuriyagawa,
Kitamatsuzono,Kuriyagawa,Sakuragi,Sanno,Shimoota,Senboku,Daijiji,Toryo,Nio,Matsuzono,
Mitake,Midorigaoka,Motomiya,Yanagawa,Yamagishi)

○ Elderly Rest House (Takamatsu, Tsunagi, Nishiaoyama, Yamagishi)
○ Aoyama activity center gymnasium
○ Public hall（Ueda ,Kanan,Seibu, Chuo, Matsuzono-chiku)
○ Wakazonocho branch Office, Morioka Takaya Arena, Morioka City Budokan

Used small home appliances Fluorescent lights mercury-used products

Ink cartridge

Portable music 
player

AC adapters/Cords
Mobile phones

Landline 
phones

Gaming 
devices

Remote 
controls

Boomboxes

Calculators

＜Collection bases＞
○ City hall,Tonan branch office，

Tamayama branch office，
makibori branch office 

○ Public hall（Ueda, Kanan, 
Shibutami，Seibu,
Chuo, Tonan, ）

○ Tonan Library 

Please throw your PC out through either (1) or (2).
1) Request "mail-in" collection
One box of collection will be free if it contains the base unit (console) of the PC.
Apply for collection through Renet Japan Recycle (only in Japanese): http://www.renet.jp/ 

2) Ask collection to the PC manufacturer
Free collection for PCs with "PC recycle" sticker. Please call PC manufacturer's reception
desk or "PC 3R Promotion Association."
PC 3R Promotion Association: 03-5282-7685 (only in Japanese)
http://www.pc3r.jp/ 

Digital Cameras

Dry-cell batteries

Take to the collection box inside super
markets and other places.

＜Collection bases＞
○ City hall,Wakazonocho branch office, Ota branch，

Yanagawa branch,
○ Chuo public hall
○ children‘s center (Kamiyonai, Kitakuriyagawa, Kuriyagawa, 

Daijiji ）
○ Activity Center（Aoyama, Tsuchibuchi, Tsunagi, Yamagishi)

○ Elderly welfare center（Kamiyonai, Kitakuriyagawa, 
Kuriyagawa, Daijiji, Toryo,Yanagawa)

○ Tsunagi Elderly Rest House

Take to the collection box inside super
markets and other places.

＜Collection bases＞
○ City hall ○ Activity Center（Aoyama)
〇Kuriyagawa children‘s center 
○ Kuriyagawa elderly welfare center

White tray for foods Paper cartons

Take to the collection box inside 
super markets and other places.

Genuine products from four printer 
manufacturers（Brother, Canon, 
Epson, HP Japan）are collected.

＜Collection bases＞
○ City hall,Wakazonocho branch office, Ota branch

Yanagawa branch,
〇 Morioka City clean center
○ Chuo public hall
○ children‘s center(Kamiyonai, Kitakuriyagawa, Kuriyagawa, 

Daijiji)
○ Activity Center（Aoyama, Tsuchibuchi, Tsunagi, 

Yamagishi)
○ Elderly welfare center（Kamiyonai, Kitakuriyagawa, 

Kuriyagawa, Daijiji, Toryo,Yanagawa)
○ Tsunagi Elderly Rest House

Mercury 
thermometers

Mercury 
sphygmomanometer

Take to the collection 
box inside collection 
bases.

＜Collection bases＞
○ City hall,Wakazonocho branch office, 
○ Activity Center（Aoyama, Ota , Kagano, Kuriyagawa,

Senboku, Tsuchibuchi, Tsunagi, Nakano, 
Nio, Matsuzono, Midorigaoka, Motomiya,
Yamagishi）

○ Elderly welfare center（Kamiyonai, Kuriyagawa,Yanagawa)
○ Public hall （Ueda , Kanan, Seibu，Chuo）

Take to the 
collection box inside 
super markets and 
other places.

Tray & Paper packs for beverages

You can refer to the 
Morioka city official home 
page for how to separate 
and dispose garbage.

Morioka city Search

To access the home 
page, please scan this 
QR code or search 
“Morioka city”.

Please consult with a store or supplier.
Take the ones with recycle marks 
below to the electronics stores which 
cooperate with recycling batteries.

Details and the recycle 
cooperative stores can 
be searched on JBRC website.

JBRC  https://www.jbrc.com/

- Nickel-Cadmium battery
- Nickel-Metal Hydride battery
- Lithium-ion battery


